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ABSTRACT 
Constraint systems as used in temporal or spatial reasoning usually describe 
uncertainty by constraining variables into given sets. Viewing belief unctions as 
random or uncertain sets, uncertainty in such models is quite naturally and more 
generally described by belief unctions. Here a special class of constraint systems 
arising especially in numerical models underlying temporal and spatial reasoning is 
introduced. The computations are, as usual, plagued by combinatorial explosion in 
the general case. Structural properties of the knowledge base must therefore be 
exploited. It is shown that there are topological properties of a graph representing 
the model, which can be used to reduce computational complexity. Series-parallel 
graphs prove to be particularly simple with respect o computations. They play a 
role analogous to that of qualitative Markov trees in multivariate models. More- 
over, the idea of reference lements leads to a natural hierarchical structuring of 
the knowledge base that permits computational simpi~ications. 
KEYWORDS: belief unctions, Dempster's rule o f  combination, temporal 
reasoning, reasoning under uncertainty, constraint propagation 
INTRODUCTION 
Multivariate, constraint-oriented systems are natural candidates for the 
description of uncertainty by belief functions. This has been demonstrated by
various authors CKohlas [1], Lowrance [2], Shafer et al. [3]). The reason for 
this is that belief functions can formally be considered as random or uncertain 
sets. Constraints between several variables are subsets of the corresponding 
product space of the possible values of the variables. They can quite naturally 
be generalized to uncertain constraints described by belief functions. 
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Important areas of artificial intelligence, among others where constraint 
systems are used, are temporal and spatial reasoning. Some of these systems 
are described in Allen [4], Brooks [5], Davis [6], and McDermott and Davis 
[7]. The class of constraint systems discussed here is especially motivated by 
and derived from some metric models of relative position of time points on a 
time axis, length of time intervals, and relative positions of geometrical objects 
in the plane or in three-dimensional space. The common structure of these 
models is essentially contained in the underlying transformation group. This 
group defines relations that impose a system of inherent constraints on the 
(unknown) variables of the system. On the other hand, information or mea- 
surements allow the introduction of further estrictions into the system. In the 
literature up to now the uncertainty in these latter items has been described by 
constraining values of variables into given sets. Here, however, uncertainty 
will be modeled more generally by belief functions. 
Given such a model together with information encoded in belief functions, 
queries can be posed about he relations between given elements. The answers 
to such queries will be belief functions to be computed from given belief 
functions using the relations pecified in the model. The basic approach for this 
is to use Dempster's rule of combination for belief functions. This approach is, 
as is to be expected, plagued by combinatorial explosion and therefore useless 
for practical computations except in very small models. There are, however, 
special structural features that sometimes allow the reduction of a model to a 
smaller size or the construction of a partition of a model into several smaller 
submodels. These properties appear most clearly in a graph representing the 
model. They correspond in this graph to parallel or serial edges or to parallel 
or series modules or subgraphs. 
If the graph is a series-parallel graph, then combinatorial growth can be 
avoided altogether and efficient "localized" combinations of belief functions 
can be used. This is similar to propagation of belief functions through 
qualitative Markov trees (Shafer et al. [3]). In fact, it will be shown that 
qualitative Markov trees can be obtained from series-parallel graphs. The 
technique of partitioning models into smaller ones is related to the idea of 
reference intervals introduced by Allen [4]. These elements introduce a rather 
natural way to group information into related groups forming a hierarchy, 
which in turn simplifies computations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, some simple 
examples of models used in temporal and spatial reasoning are presented that 
belong to the class of models considered in this paper. In the third section, the 
formal generalization of the examples is expounded. In the fourth section, 
belief functions are introduced, and the connections between the usual frame- 
work of combining belief functions within multivariate models and systematic 
sampling combined with constraint propagation are discussed. Model reduc- 
tions and partitions of models are considered in the next two sections, whereas 
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in the seventh section irreducible and undecomposable models are examined. 
Finally, the methods from the section on model partitions are applied to 
hierarchically structured models. 
A FEW EXAMPLES 
In this section some simple examples of the class of models discussed in this 
paper are presented. They will be placed in a more general and more formal 
setting in the next section, where the problem to be discussed with regard to 
this type of models is also introduced. 
Consider time points ti, t j, t k . . . .  on a time axis, and let dij = tj - t r 
This trivially imposes constraints on the dij: 
d ik=d i j+d jk  vt r ip les( t i ,  tj, tk).  (1) 
Then, of course,  dii = 0 and dj i  = -d i j .  Here time points can be repre- 
sented by either real or integer numbers. The latter case is certainly as 
important as the first, because time points are often expressed as integers in 
terms of an appropriate time unit. Now the value of some variables dij may 
not be known exactly (or not known at all). All that is known is that they are 
within some given subset Oij (mainly intervals) of the real or integer numbers: 
dq e Oq. 
This model is at the base of the technique of time maps often used in 
temporal reasoning (Davis [6], Dean [8], Vere [9]). 
A similar problem arises in networks with paths of uncertain length (Kohlas 
and Monney [10]). Select a path between two points in a network. On this path 
a certain number of points t o, t I . . . . .  t m are marked, t o being the starting 
point and t m the end point of the path. For certain path segments from ti to tj, 
i < j ,  information about the length dq of the segment may be given in the 
form di je [a i j ,  bij ]. For i > j ,  define dij as -d j i ,  and let dii = 0 for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  m. In this case d/j is simply the opposite of the length of the 
subpath from tj to t i. Of course (1) holds again, and in fact the problem is a 
special case of the one above. It has only the particularity that the points 
t i, tj . . . .  are ordered along the path such that dij >_ 0 for i < j and hence Oij 
contains only nonnegative values for i < j.  
The second example is closely related to the first one. Consider time 
intervals t i, t j, t k . . . .  characterized by their lengths d i, d j, d k . . . . .  Then 
dij = d i / dj measures the length of one interval in terms of the other, and, of 
course, constraints 
a,k  = d , j  . a j ,  V triples ( ti, tj, tg ) 
are imposed (dii = 1 and dji = 1/ dij). Here again the values of variables dij 
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are only known to be within some given subset •ij of the positive real 
numbers (mostly closed intervals). This model can be reduced to the first one 
by taking logarithms of dij. It is a system that has been considered by Allen 
and Kautz [11]. 
Third, a whole group of examples come from the domain of geometrical 
models and spatial reasoning. Every transformation group in the plane or in 
three-dimensional space generates a model of the class discussed in this paper. 
As an example consider a planar model as used by McDermott and Davis [7]. 
The basic objects fi, f j , fk . . . .  are frames, that is, Cartesian or polar 
coordinate systems, d~j specifies the relative position of frame f j  with respect 
to frame f/. Such a relative position is described by an element of the group of 
translations and rotations in the plane. This and similar models are also 
discussed in Kohlas and Monney [10]. Geometrical reasoning is thus a rich 
source of models that belong to the class discussed in this paper. 
THE FORMAL SYSTEM 
In this section the underlying common structure of the examples will be 
presented. Letters i, j ,  k, r, s . . . .  denote objects or elements out of a finite 
set V. Variables dij denote assertions involving objects i and j only. Each 
possible assertion is represented by an element out of a fixed set O. So 0 can 
be seen as the set of all possible values for each variable dij in the model. A 
binary composition relation ® is supposed to be defined on 0 such that 0 
becomes a group under ® (i.e., @ is associative, there exists an element 
e e 0 which is a unit element, and every dement in 0 has an inverse). For all 
triples (i, j ,  k) e V 3 the following conditions are now imposed on the vari- 
ables dik , dij, and djk: 
dik = diy ® dy k (2) 
This implies dii = e by setting i = j = k in (2). This in turn implies 
dij ® dji -- e, and thus dji must be the inverse element to dij. Equation (2) 
defines constraints imposed on the variables considered in the system. These 
constraints have two important properties. 
LEMMA 1 The following two properties are valid: 
1. Symmetry: I f  (2) holds for a triple (i, j, k) and dki, dy i, dkj are 
the inverses of dik, dij, djk, then (2) holds for any permutation of 
this triple. 
2. Dependence: I f  (2) is satisfied for three out of the four subtriples 
(h, i, j ) ,  (i, j ,  k), (h, i, k), and (h, j, k) of a quadruple of ele- 
ments (i, j ,  k, h), then it is automatically satisfied for the fourth. 
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Proof Symmetry: Consider a permutation of (i, j ,  k), say (j,  i, k). Multi- 
ply both sides of (2) from the left by dj~ to obtain dj~ ® d~k = djk. Thus (2) is 
in fact satisfied for the permutation (j ,  i, k). The other four permutations are 
proved in a similar way. Dependence: Let dhj = dhi ® dij, dik = dij ® djk, 
dhk = dhi ~ dik = dhi ~ (d U ~ djk) = (dhi ~ dij) ~ djk = dhj ~ djk be- 
cause of the associative law. Thus (2) is, in fact, also satisfied for the triple 
(h,j ,  k). • 
The following constraint problem will now be introduced: The values of 
some variables dij are constrained tobe within some prescribed set O;j of O. 
The set Oij is called the constraint associated to the variable dij. Let E ~ V 2 
be the set of couples for which constraints Oij c 0 are imposed. These data 
can be conveniently represented in a directed graph G = (V, E) whose 
vertices are the dements in V and whose arcs in E are labeled with constraints 
Oij. 
Given this information concerning the variables dij, the fundamental prob- 
lem is now to determine all vectors 
D = (dij)(i,j)evZe 01V2[ (3) 
such that (2) holds and dijE Oij for all (i, j )  eE.  Such a vector is said to be 
consistent (with respect o constraints Oij). 
It is possible that there is no consistent vector for the given constraints Oij, 
(i, j )~E .  In this case the constraints are said to be contradictory. With 
respect to a given pair (r, s) of elements, the values of O that are compatible 
with the constraints may be requested. Let t.his set of compatible values be 
Ars = {0 e O; there exists a consistent vector D with drs = 0} (4) 
A rs will be empty if the constraints are contradictory. The examples given 
earlier fit with this formal system. In the first example (time points and length 
of path), O is simply the additive group of real or integer numbers, whereas in 
the second example it is the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. 
For the computation of Ars, constraint propagation algorithms are usually 
proposed (Allen [4], Davis [6]). These algorithms are simple, but in general 
they are not guaranteed to yield the exact solution Ars. For the class of 
problems considered here, however, these algorithms are closely related to 
shortest- or longest-path problems. Thus a Floyd-type algorithm can be 
proposed (see Aho et al. [12]) and proved to be sound for these models; that is, 
the result obtained by this algorithm contains the exact solution set. This 
algorithm will be introduced in the section on irreducible and undecomposable 
models. 
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BELIEF FUNCTIONS 
Up to now the uncertainty about he possible values of the variables d U has 
been described by the constraints O U, assuming dij e O U. This will now be 
generalized by representing evidence pertaining to possible values of a variable 
dij by a belief unction on O (Sharer [13]). Let v~j~(h),  = 1, 2, . . . ,  m, be the 
focal sets of this belief function and Ph their basic probability numbers (only 
belief functions with a finite number of focal sets will be considered, even if (9 
is an infinite set). This information can be interpreted in the following way: d U 
~(h) h = 1, 2, . m; it is not sure to which one, but Ph is must belong to a _, j  . . . .  
the probability that it is the hth one. For all the (i, j )  in a certain subset E of 
V 2, such a belief function Bel U is supposed to be given. 
In addition to this information about certain variables du, the structural 
knowledge inherent o the class of models considered here must also be taken 
into account. This knowledge is represented by conditions (2) imposed by the 
underlying group structure. In order to keep the discussion framework as 
homogeneous as possible, it is convenient o consider conditions (2) as 
degenerate belief functions: The set of vectors (dik, d U, djk) e O 3 that satisfy 
dik = dij ~ djk is the unique focal set of a belief function denoted Bel(i,j, k) 
whose frame of discernment is 0 3 . 
If the belief functions ]}el U are supposed to be stochastically independent, 
then it is clear that all belief unctions occurring in the model are stochastically 
independent: the focal sets of different belief functions can be sampled inde- 
pendently of each other. The proper way to combine them is thus to use 
Dempster's rule of combination (Kohlas [1], Shafer [13]). As usual, the 
combination of belief functions by Dempster's rule is denoted by the symbol 
e .  The combination of all available vidence, information, and knowledge as 
encoded in all these belief functions thus gives the following belief function: 
Bel(O) = { Bel, } ® Bel(,. j .,)} (5) 
Here the notation BeI(G) is used to emphasize the dependency of the result on 
the given model G. 
Before Dempster's rule can be used, all belief functions must be embedded 
in a common frame of discernment. This places the problem within the 
framework of multivariate models as considered in (Kohlas and Monney [10], 
Shafer [3]). In fact, the model contains n 2 variables dij, each with possible 
values in O. Thus the whole analysis takes place in essence on a frame of 
discernment fl = O n2. This means that all belief functions must be considered 
as belief functions on this set. Belief functions like Bel u, which are originally 
defined on O only, must be vacuously extended to f] by the refinement 
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procedure (Shafer [13]). Here the focal sets of the vacuous extension are the 
cylinder sets in fl above the focal sets O.~. h)c O. Generally speaking, the 
vacuous extension of a belief function Bel originally defined over some factors 
of the product space fl will be denoted by V/Bel. On the other hand, a belief 
function originally defined on [} may be restricted to some factors of fl by the 
coarsening procedure (Shafer [13]). Here the focal sets are simply projected 
on the corresponding factors of the product space. For F c_ V2 the restriction 
of a belief function Bel on fl to the factors in F is denoted by Bel/F. A belief 
function on fl is said to be carried by the factors in F if its focal sets are 
cylinder sets over the factors in F. It can be shown that if a belief function Bel 
on fl is carried by the factors in F, then V/(Bel/F) = Bel. This means that 
no information is lost or gained by projecting a belief function to some factors 
that carry it. The belief function Belij introduced above is carried by the factor 
(i, j ) ,  whereas the belief unction Bel,, j. k) is carried by { (i, k), (i, j ) ,  ( j ,  k)}, 
which reduces to {(i, j ) ,  ( j ,  i)} if i = k or eventually to {(i, i)} if i = j = k. 
Very often it is not the overall belief function Bel(G) that is of most interest 
but rather its coarsening to a specific factor (r, s )e  V 2. Denote this belief 
function by Bel(G)/(r, s). Now the link with the problem of finding compati- 
bility sets Ars presented earlier can be established. 
By definition, a direct application of Dempster's rule requires a systematic 
sampling of focal sets from each belief function involved in the definition of 
BeI(G). Each sample has a probability that equals the product of the probabili- 
ties Ph of the focal sets from each belief function. Denote the focal sets in the 
kth sample by Fj (k) and its probability by p<k). Each sample obviously defines 
a constraint problem as introduced and discussed in the section The Formal 
System. Let A(rks ) be the set of values of drs that are compatible with the 
constraints in this particular constraint problem corresponding to the kth 
sample. 
Provided they are nonempty, the A(~s ) are the focal sets of the belief function 
Bel(G)/(r, s). If different samples happen to yield the same focal set Nr~s ), then 
their corresponding probabilities p(k) must be summed up to give the probabil- 
ity of the focal set. Samples that yield empty A¢~s ) represent contradictory 
constraints. The probabilities of the focal sets A¢~s ) *: O have to be condi- 
tioned on the event hat there are no contradictions among the constraints. A
final step in the determination of Bel(G)/(r, s) is thus to normalize the 
probabilities of nonempty A(rks ) so that they sum up to 1. 
Roughly speaking, finding a focal set of Bel(G) is to determine all consistent 
vectors, whereas computing a focal set of Bel(G)/(r, s) is to find a compatibil- 
ity set A~s ) (see the section on the formal system). 
For the explicit computation ofA~k~ ), the natural and direct approach using 
refinements and coarsenings i surely not a practically feasible method, except 
possibly for small models. It suffers, of course, from combinatorial explosion 
in the number of samples with the growth of the model (Shafer [3]). At this 
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stage two principles can be applied in an attempt o reduce computational 
complexity. 
It is well known that refinements and coarsenings do not necessarily have to 
be carried out on the overall frame of discernment f . If some structural 
properties are present, then local combinations may suffice, and these local 
combinations are clearly very much simpler than global combinations. In [3], 
Shafer introduces the notion of qualitative Markov trees and shows that it is 
sufficient for such efficient local computation schemes. However, good qualita- 
tive Markov trees are difficult o obtain in this case because there are too many 
belief functions involved in the definition of BeI(G). 
On the other hand, focal sets A(rks ) can be computed, or at least approxi- 
mated, by using traditional constraint propagation algorithms or the general 
Floyd-type algorithm given later. Even if these methods were exact and 
efficient, there would remain the problem of combinatorial explosion in the 
number of samples. Variants of systematic sampling like random sampling or 
other kinds of selective sampling (based on heuristic sampling rules) may 
nevertheless permit us to obtain rather good approximations of Bel(G)/(r, s) 
with relatively low computational effort. 
In the following sections, however, different new approaches will be devel- 
oped that exploit structural properties of models to overcome the problem of 
computational complexity. This involves the group structure, especially the 
algebraic dependencies among relations (see Lemma 1) and certain properties 
of the graph G of the model. 
For example, it will be shown that the computation of Bel(G)/(r, s) can 
sometimes be reduced to a computation over qualitative Markov trees by using 
algebraic dependencies among the constraints ( ee Lemma 1). This means that 
some belief functions that are present in the definition of Bel(G) can simply be 
discarded when computing Bel(G)/(r, s). 
TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS I: MODEL REDUCTIONS 
Starting with this section, topological properties of the graph G = (V, E) 
underlying a model are studied with the aim of simplifying the computation of
Bel(G)/(r, s) for a fixed pair (r, s) belonging to V 2. But it is convenient to 
first modify slightly the original graph G to make the model more homoge- 
nous. Let G' = (V, E3 be the undirected version of G: 
E' = {{ i , j} ;  ( i , j )  eE  or (j,  i) eE} 
For each edge {i, j} in E', define two new belief functions as follows: 
Bel~j = Belij • Bel~,. l for the arc (i, j )  (6) 
Bel~i = Bel j /•  Bel,~ 1 for the arc ( j ,  i) 
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where by definition the inverse Bel- ~ of a belief function Bel has as focal sets 
the inverse sets of those of Bel (with the same basic probability numbers). If 
(i, j )  is in E but ( j ,  i) is not in E, define Belj~ as the vacuous belief function 
having O as unique focal set. Of course, Bel' u and Bel~i are no longer 
stochastically independent. They are even fully dependent in the sense that they 
are inverse belief functions. This means that if a focal set is sampled from one 
belief function, then its inverse set must be sampled from the other. Attached 
to each edge inG' there is thus a pair of relatively inverse belief functions. Let 
BeI'(G') = O{i,j}eE,(Bel~j • Bel~i) O(i,j,k)eV3 Bel(i,j,k ) (7) 
where dependent pairs of belief functions Bel~j and Bel)i are treated as 
described above. The next lemma says that the overall result remains un- 
changed when passing from G to G': 
LBMMA 2 For any model G, BeI(G) = BeI'(G'). 
Proof The proof relies on systematic sampling of focal sets. Let Y~ and 
~2 denote the sets of all samplings of focal sets from the belief functions 
occurring in the definitions of Bel(G) and BeI'(G'), respectively. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence f :~1 -" Y2 between o~ 1 and ~2: 
= [to,r,  . . . . .  ] s2 
= [ (o , j  n (o j ,  n . . . . .  ] 
where some of the Oij may possibly be equal to O. It remains to be verified 
that the focal sets F ! and F 2 corresponding to samples S l and S 2, respectively 
are equal. Let D = (du) u j)~,2 be an element of F~. This implies du~ O u, 
dji~Oji, dij= d~i l~O~'l, and dj i=di)  l~O~l ,  and so D is also an 
element of F 2. Since the other inclusion is trivial, it follows that F l = F 2. • 
Because of this lemma and to avoid unnecessarily complicated notation, it is 
convenient to consider the undirected graph G' as representing the original 
underlying model. From now on, this undirected graph will be denoted by 
G = (V, E) and the belief functions Bel'/j are renamed Belij. A sampling of 
the belief functions of the underlying model can thus be specified by selecting 
one focal set from the belief function attached to each edge in the graph G. 
Suppose there is a vertex j e V, different from r and s, such that in G there 
are exactly two edges { i, j} and { j ,  k} incident o j ,  i ~: k. Then the graph G 
can be replaced by a slightly simpler one, where these two edges are replaced 
by a new edge { i, k}. Node j is removed from G. To the new arc (i, k) is 
assigned a new belief function obtained from Bel u and Beljk and defined by 
the focal sets 0~ ) ® a(~)x~,jk, where u and v run through all focal sets of the 
corresponding belief functions Belij and Beljk , respectively. The group opera- 
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tion ® is extended to subsets A and B of O by defining A ® B to be the set 
of all values 0 ¢ O that are obtained by composing elements from A and B: 
A ® B = {0¢O; thereex is t0 '¢Aand0 ~ ¢B with O = O" ® O~}. (8) 
Products Pu Pv are the basic probability numbers of these new focal sets (if 
two or more of these sets happen to be identical, the corresponding probabili- 
ties are summed). We write 
Belik = Belij ® BCljk (9) 
for this new belief function. The inverse arc (k, i) is, of course, associated 
with the inverse belief function of Belik, which equals the combination of the 
inverses of Beljk and Belij because (x ® y) - i  = y-1 ® x-1. This operation 
is called a series reduction. 
The following proposition shows that the belief function for the compatible 
values of drs as computed in the reduced model is the same as in the original 
model. Thus series reduction allows the computation of this belief function 
within a smaller model. This is a step in the direction of computational 
simplification: The global combination of belief functions in a large model is 
replaced by the "local" combination of belief functions (9) together with a 
global combination of belief functions on a slightly smaller model. A single 
series reduction by itself does not constitute much of an advance on the original 
model, but combined with other reductions it may be become significant (see 
below). 
PROVOSrnON 1 I f  G' is the graph and model obtained from G after a 
series reduction with respect o a vertex j ~ r, s, then 
Be l (G) / ( r ,  s) = Bel(G') / ( r ,  s) (10) 
Proof The proof is again based on systematic sampling. Let i and k be the 
neighbors of j in G, and let ~1, "902 be the sets of all samplings of focal sets 
from the belief functions in graphs G and G', respectively. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence f :  ~1 ~ ~2 between ~l and ~'~2 (See below). 
The focal sets coming from the structural degenerate belief functions will not 
be mentioned here. Let F denote the set of edges { u, v} in E different from 
{i , j} and {j, k}. If Se  Yl is 
[(Oij, Off), (Ojk, Okj), (Our, Ovu){U,v}cF ] 
then f (S )  = S' ¢ J2 is 
[(Oij®Ojk,Okj®Oji),(Ouv,Ovu){U.v}cF ] (11) 
It remains to be proved that the compatibility sets Ars and A'~ associated 
with the samplings S and S', respectively, are equal. If D = (d~)(u,~)ev2 is a 
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consistent vector with respect o sampling S, then D' = (duv)(u" v)~(v-{j})2 is 
a consistent vector with respect to sampling S'. Because j :# r, s, this implies 
A rs ~ A'rs. 
On the other hand, if D' is a consistent vector with respect o sample S', 
introduce two new elements di j~O o and djkeOjk such that the relation 
dij @ djk = dik is satisfied. This is always possible because dik e Oij • Ojk. 
For any h ~: i, k, also introduce new elements djh defined by djh = dy i ® dih. 
Again it is possible because djh can be freely chosen in O as { j ,  h} is not in 
E. Then dop@ dp¢ = doq is satisfied for all triples (o, p, q) out of 
{ h, i, j ,  k} because of the dependence property of Lemma 1. 
The set D', supplemented by the elements dij , djk , and djh and their 
inverses dy i, dkj , and dhj , is a consistent vector with respect to sampling S. 
In fact, doq = dop @ dpq if (o, p, q) does not contain j because D' is 
consistent with respect o sample S'. If (o, p, q) contains j and either i or k 
or both, then doq = dop @ dpq as shown above. For ( j ,  p, q) with p, q :# 
i, k, the dependence property of Lemma 1 applied to (i, j ,  p,  q) implies that 
djq = dyp ® dpq. Moreover, dij~Oij for all (i, j )  in V 2. Thus, again 
because j ~: r, s, A'~s c_ Ars and hence Ars = A'rs" It remains to prove that 
also both samples are contradictory at the same time: If Ars = ~) then 
A'r~ = ~ because A'~s #= O implies Ars =# ~) as shown above. The inverse 
implication is verified in a similar way. • 
After a series reduction a graph G may contain parallel edges. In eliminat- 
ing a vertex j a new edge is introduced that may parallel already existing 
edges. Parallel edges linking vertices i and k in a graph G can be replaced by 
a unique edge { i, k}. If there are n belief functions Bel</~ ), u = 1 . . . . .  n, 
assigned to n parallel arcs (i, k), the new and unique arc (i, k) obtains the 
belief function 
Bell, = ¢"u=l Bel]~ -) (12) 
The inverse arc (k, i) obtains, of course, the inverse belief function of 
Bel ik, which equals the combination of the inverse belief functions of Bel~ )
because (A N B) -  1 = A - l N B -  1 for any subsets A, B of O. This is called 
a parallel reduction of a graph or model. Again it can be shown that the 
belief function for the compatible values of drs as computed in the reduced 
model is the same as in the original model. This gives a second way to reduce 
and simplify a model. Note that neither series nor parallel reductions change 
the structure of the graph representation, since again a pair of inverse belief 
functions is assigned to each edge. Repeated applications of the series and 
parallel reductions may already give a significant diminution of the size of a 
model and thus of computational complexity. 
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l~oposrrloN 2 I f  G' is the graph and model obtained from G after a 
parallel reduction, then 
Bel(G)/(r, s) = Bel(G')/(r, s) (13) 
Proof Again the proof relies on systematic sampling. Let 6:1 and 6# 2
denote the sets of all samplings of focal sets from the belief functions in graphs 
G and G', respectively. There is a one-to-one correspondence f between ~1 
and 6: 2. Structural focal sets will not be mentioned here. Let F be the set of 
edges in E different from { i, k}: 
,.:1, (oow, L 
s '= [(n".= n". = ,'-'ki"(u)~!, (Ovw, Owv) { v, w}~_e) ] (14) 
It is trivially verified that a vector D = (dij)(i,j)¢v2 is a consistent vector with 
respect o sample S if and only if it is consistent with respect o sample S'. 
Thus Ars = A'rs always. This is also the case when both samples S and S' are 
contradictory. • 
With the two operations of series and parallel reduction, graphs may be 
reduced in size as nodes and edges are eliminated, without changing the belief 
function for the compatible values for drs. Series and parallel reductions can 
be applied alternately until no more reductions are possible. There are even 
graphs G that may be reduced in this way to a single edge between vertices r
and s. The belief function Belrs that is finally assigned to the arc (r, s) equals 
Bel(G)/(r, s) according to Propositions 1 and 2. Models where this reduction 
is possible are said to have a series-parallel structure with respect to r and s. 
A series-parallel structure allows computation of Bel(G)/(r, s) with "local" 
combinations (9) and (12) alone and eliminates the need for global combina- 
tions. In Figure 1 it is shown that a graph G may have a series-parallel 
structure with respect o a pair of vertices r and s (Figure la), whereas the 
$ 
Figure 1. Series-parallel structures. 
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Figure 2. Computational structure of a series-parallel graph. 
same graph does not possess this structure with respect o another pair of 
vertices (Figure lb). 
A variable dij is called s-p-reducible if the graph G = (V, E) can be 
reduced just to the two nodes i and j with an edge linking them by successive 
applications of series and parallel reductions. A graph G is called series-paral- 
lel if there exists an s-p-reducible variable drs in G ({ r, s} need not belong to 
E). 
Successive series and parallel reductions for an s-p-reducible variable drs 
can be visualized in a bipartite graph T = (V l + V 2, U). This graph is 
constructed as follows: Each time a series reduction of two edges { i, j}, { j, k} 
is performed, 
1. Add new vertices to V 1 corresponding to variables dij, djk, and dik if 
they are not already present. 
2. Add a new vertex in V 2 corresponding to the relation dik = dij ~ djk. 
3. Add three edges in U for the three variables dij, djk, and dik involved 
in the relation dik = dij ~ dfl¢ linking the vertices for dij, djk, and dik 
to the vertex for the relation di~ = d~j ® djk. 
This graph is always a bipartite tree, and Figure 2 shows this tree for the 
series-parallel graph of Figure la. 
Such a tree represents a qualitative Markov tree (this will not be proved 
formally here), and the series and parallel reductions correspond exactly to the 
propagation of belief functions through a qualitative Markov tree to the vertex 
corresponding tovariable drs (for a discussion of qualitative Markov trees, see 
Shafer et al. [3]). Thus series-parallel structures correspond to qualitative 
Markov trees. If the variable drs is s-p-reducible, denote by T(drs) this 
associated qualitative Markov tree. 
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PROPOSmON 3 Let G = ( V, E) be a series-parallel graph. Then 
(i) G is connected. 
(ii) T(dij) = T(dkl ) = T for  all s-p-reducible variables diy and dkt. 
(iii) A variable dij is s-p-reducible i f  and only i f  it appears as a vertex 
of V~ in T. 
(iv) All variables dij for which { i, j} e E are s-p-reducible. 
Proof Since G is s-p-reducible there exists an s-p-reducible variable d,v. 
(i) Obviously, series and parallel reductions do not change the number 
of connected components of a graph. Since two nodes linked by an edge 
represent a single connected component, this is also the case for the initial 
graph G. 
(ii) Let dry be an s-p-reducible variable. It is sufficient to show that the 
set V 2 of vertices corresponding to relations in T(d,v) and T(dij) are 
identical because these trees are bipartite and each relation vertex is linked to 
the three variable vertices involved in the relation. This is the case because the 
relations used to perform series reductions and corresponding to nodes in V 2 
are identical in both cases. Only the sequence in which they are added to the 
trees is different. 
(iii) If dry is s-p-reducible, then di je  T(dij ) = T. On the other hand, if 
dry e T, then diy e T(dij). Thus, if the series and parallel reductions implicitly 
given by the tree T(dij) are performed in G, then the final graph will be just 
two nodes i and j linked by an edge. For example, a series reduction 
corresponding to the edges { h, k}, { k, l} will be performed if there is a 
vertex in T(dij) corresponding to the relation dht = dhk @ dkt. This demon- 
strates that dry is s-p-reducible. 
(iv) Clearly all variables dry for which { i, j} e E are prt;sent in T by 
definition of series and parallel reductions. Hence by assertion (iii) of this 
proposition, all these variables are s-p-reducible. • 
Note that it may well happen that a variable dij is s-p-reducible even though 
the edge { i, j} does not belong to E. Proposition 3 asserts in particular that if 
G is s-p-reducible then all compatibility sets Ars for which {r, s} eE  can be 
computed efficiently using "local" combinations. 
Of course, not all graphs are s-p-reducible. The following proposition gives 
a sufficient condition for a graph to be not s-p-reducible (see Figure 3). 
A path in G is called a chain if all its intermediate v rtices have exactly two 
incident edges. The extremal vertices u and v of a chain are called chain- 
neighbors if they have at least three incident edges. 
PROPOSITION 4 Let G = (V, E) be a graph containing at least one 
vertex having three or more incident edges. I f  any such vertex has at 
least three d~erent chain-neighbors, then the graph G is not s-p-reduci- 
ble. 
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Proof The proof of this proposition can be found in Kohlas [14]. • 
Let Bel~, i e V I, and Bel~, j • V 2, be the belief functions assigned to the 
nodes in V 1 and V 2 in T, respectively. The belief functions Bel',. are those 
initially assigned to the edges { i, j} • E in the original graph G = ( V, E) or 
possibly vacuous belief functions if dij is s-p-reducible but { i, j} 6 E whereas 
the Bel~ are some of the degenerate belief functions. Then, according to 
Propositions 1 and 2, 
Bel(G)/(r,s) = [(*i~v, Bel'/) e~ (*j~v2 Bel;)]/(r,s) (15) 
Thus many belief functions involved in the original definition of Bel(G) can 
simply be discarded when G has a series-parallel structure with respect o 
{r, s}. This is principally due to the algebraic dependencies among the 
structural relations (2) as highlighted by the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2. In 
other words, series-parallel graphs automatically ield qualitative Markov 
structures by discarding many structural belief functions (those not present in 
the tree T whose associated relation are thus automatically satisfied). It is, of 
course, not excluded that some series or parallel reductions may nevertheless 
be possible even if the original graph G is not series-parallel. 
TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS H: MODEL PARTITIONS 
If a graph G allows no series or parallel reductions (with respect to a fixed 
pair of vertices r and s), then it is called an irreducible structure. Even in this 
case there may still be other means to simplify computations. A model may 
sometimes be partitioned into several smaller and hence simpler parts. Just as 
in reductions, there are two different ways in which such a partition of a model 
can arise. 
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A vertex k e V is called a cut-vertex of G if its elimination from G 
(together with all the edges incident o it) disconnects he graph G into two or 
more connected components. Let Vj be the set of vertices in the jth compo- 
nent and Ej the set of edges in E linking vertices of the set Vj 13 { k}. The 
graphs Gy = (Vy 13 { k}, Eft, j e I, induce a partition of the graph and model 
G. It is called a series partition for a reason that becomes clear in Proposition 
4, below. For J C I, define Gy = [.JyejGj and let 6aj be the set of all 
samples of focal sets from belief functions in Gj (again, the focal sets coming 
from the structural degenerate belief functions will not be mentioned here). 
The following lemma will often be useful in this section (see Figure 4). 
LEMMA 3 Let J and K be two subsets of I such that J N K = 0 .  I f  
there exist consistent vectors Dj and D K with respect to samples S je  ~j  
and SK e S~ K in Gj and GK, respectively, then there exists an extension 
D of Dj O D x that is consistent with respect o Sj 13 SK in Gj 13 G x. 
Proof For h e Vj and I t  V K, define dnt = dhk @ dkl and dlh = dht 1. 
This is always possible because there is no edge in G linking vertices h and 1 
and thus no constraint is imposed on dnt. This defines a consistent vector D 
with respect to Sy 13 S x. In fact, the dependency property of Lemma 1 applied 
to { o, !, k, h} implies that don = dot ~ dth for all o 6 Vj 13 V K. • 
COROLLARY 1 A contradictory sample in G must be contradictory in at 
least one of its components G i. 
Proof Using Lemma 3, the proposition is proved by induction on the 
number of subgraphs Gj. • 
The following two propositions how how such a partition facilitates the 
computation of Bel( G) /( r, s). 
PRor~srrioN 5 Let k be a cut-vertex of the graph G of some model, 
and suppose the vertices r and s belong to the same component G i of the 
n.  
Figure 4. Series partition. 
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partition. Then, provided Bel(G) exists, 
Bel(G)/(r ,s)  = Bel(Gi) /(r ,s  ) (16) 
Proof It must be shown that the family of focal sets of both belief functions 
in (16) are identical and have the same basic probability numbers. First we 
introduce some useful notation. If G O = Uj#iGj, let : ,  : i ,  and :o  denote 
the sets of all samples of focal sets from belief functions in graphs G, G i, and 
Go, respectively (again only nonstructural focal sets are mentioned). Note that 
:=  : i  x :o .  The following mappings ~o and ~o i represent the determination 
of compatibility sets for samples. 
~o: ~-~ 2 ° ~°i: ~i -~ 20 
Moreover, let ~, ~/, and ~'o denote the sets of all contradictory sample~ in 
~,  Yi, and ~o, respectively. First, it is proved that the families of focal sets 
of both belief functions in (16) are identical. 
Since Bel(G) exists, let Ars be a focal set of Bel(G)/(r, s). Then there 
exists a noncontradictory sample S ~ ~-  ~ such that ~o(S) = A rs" If S i ~ ~i 
denotes the restriction of S to Ei, then ~o~(S~) = Ars and thus Ars is also a 
focal set of Bel(Gi)/(r, s). In fact, if 0 ~ Ars, then there exists a consistent 
vector with respect o S in G such that drs = 0. Then its restriction to G i is 
consistent with respect to Si, and thus 0 e ~o~(S~). 
Conversely, if 0 ~ ~oi(S~), then there exists a consistent vector with respect 
to S i in G~ such that drs = 0. There also exists a noncontradictory vector with 
respect to the restriction of S to E o in G o because S itself is not contradictory. 
Then by Lemma 3 there also exists a consistent vector with respect o S in G 
such that drs = 0 and hence 0 ~ Ar~. 
On the other hand, let A'~ be a focal set ofBel(Gi)/(r, s). Then there exists 
a noncontradictory sample S i ~ ~i - ~; such that ¢i(Si) = A'r~. Since Bel(G) 
exists, there is at least one noncontradictory sample S e ~-  ~', and its 
restriction to E o is a noncontradictory sample So ~ ~o - ~'o. Now A'~ is also 
a focal set of Bel(G)/(r, s) because ,p(S i U So) = A'r~, as is easily verified by 
using Lemma 3. 
It still remains to prove that identical focal sets of Bel(G)/(r, s) and 
Bel(Gi)/(r, s) have equal basic probability numbers. Let mij denote the basic 
probability assignment (Shafer [13]) of the belief function Belij. Then the 
product probability measure P = l'I~,j~eemji can be defined on ~.  Two 
other product probability measures Pi and Po on ~i and ~o can be defined 
similarly, where this time the product extends over all edges { i, j} in E i and 
Eo, respectively. Note that P = PiPo and if ~/,  ~ represent the set of all 
samples S ~ J such that their restrictions to El, Eo is in ~i, ~'o, respectively, 
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then by Corollary 1 
Thus 
J ' ( * )  = P (~; )  
= P , ( * , )  
= P,(*,) 
Denote by m(F) and mi(F) 
focal set F in Bel(G)/(r, s) and 
{SEoW- V;~,(S) =F}  = 
because Y'= S/i x Y~o. Then 
re (F )  = 
~= ff/ 13 ~ (17) 
+ P(,~) - t,( ,,: n ,~) 
+ eo(%) - p,(*,).  Po(%) 
+ Po( ~o)[ 1 - Pi( fff/)] (18) 
the basic probability numbers of a common 
in Bel(Gi)/(r, s), respectively, and note that 
(Y0 -  ~o) x {Si~Aa/; ~i(S , )=F} (19) 
p({s~ ~-  , ,  ~,(s) = v}) 
1-P(~ a) 
1 - P(gg) 
[1 - po( %)]" p,.({s,~ y,; ~,,(s,.) = F}) 
[1 - Po(%)] [1  - P , (~, ) ]  
p,({s,~ J,; ~,(s,) = F}) 
= 1 - P i (~')  = mi (F )  (20) 
and the proposition is proved. • 
If Bel(G) does not exist, then all samples in Y are contradictory. Then, by 
Lemma 3, there must exist at least one graph component Gj that is fully 
contradictory. If G i is one of them, then neither of the belief unctions BeI(G) 
and Bel(G i) exists. Now two attitudes can be adopted: either Bel(Gi) is also 
declared as undefined, or it can be argued that all fully contradictory compo- 
nents Gj must be eliminated a priori from model G. Then again Bel(G)/(r, s) 
= Bel(Gi)/(r, s) in this reduced model G. 
According to this proposition, only belief functions Bel/j pertaining to the 
model part Gi are relevant for the computation of Bel(G)/(r, s) if r and s 
belong to the same component of a partition. All the other belief functions 
Belij for arcs (i, j )  outside G i are irrelevant for Bel(G)/(r, s) and can be 
discarded in the computations. The next proposition examines the case where r 
and s belong to two different parts of the model (see Figure 5). 
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PnoeosrrloN 6 Let k be a cut-vertex o f  the graph G o f  some model, 
and suppose the vertex r belongs to component Gi and s to Gj, i ~ j, o f  
the partition o f  the model G. Then, provided Bel(G) exists, 
Bel(G)/(r, s) = Bel(Gi)/(r, k) ® BeI(Gj)/(k, s) (21) 
Proof Let Gij = G i O Gj. Then Proposition 5 applied to the graph G 
supplemented with the new edge { r, s} affected by the vacuous belief function 
implies that BeI(G)/(r, s) = BeI(Gij)/(r, s). Thus it remains to show that 
Be l (G i j ) / ( r , s  ) = Be l (G i ) / ( r ,k )@Bel (G j ) / (k , s )  (22) 
As usual, let ~ij, A"i, and ~,~j denote the sets of all samples of focal sets 
from belief functions in graphs Gij, G i, and Gj, respectively. The following 
mapping 6 is a one-to-one correspondence b tween A:ij and ~i x 3 :  
Sij ~ ( Si, Sj) (23) 
where ~/ and c j  denote the restriction of S U on E i and Ej, respectively. 
Denote by Ars, Ark, and Aks the sets of compatibility values for dr,, drk, and 
dks with respect o samples Sij, S i, and S j, respectively. Then 
At, = Ark ~ Aks (24) 
In fact, if 0 • Ars, then there exists a consistent vector D with respect o 
sample S~j such that dr, = 0. Its restrictions to G~ and Gj are consistent with 
respect to samples S i and S j, respectively. This implies that there exists 
O' E Ark and 0" e Aks such that 0 : 0' ® 0# because drs = drk t~ dks. Thus 
0 6Ark ~ Aks. 
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On the other hand, if 0 EArk ~ Aks , then there exist 0' EArk and O" EAks 
such that 0 = 0' @ 0". This implies the existence of consistent vectors D i and 
Dj with respect o samples S i and Sj such that drk = 0' and dks = 0". Now 
Lemma 3 assures the existence of an extension D of D i 13 D r that is consistent 
with respect to sample Sir. Then for this vector drs = drk ~ dks = O" ~ O" = 
0, which implies that 0 ~ A rs" Note that Equation (24) also holds for contradic- 
tory samples. 
It remains to prove that 
p(s i j )  = p( s,) . p( sA (25) 
In fact, 
P(Si j )  = l~sPi j = I ip i j "  l Ip i j  =- P (s i ) ' P (S j )  (26) 
s~ sj 
Again note that model Gij is fully contradictory if and only if either model 
G i or model Gj is fully contradictory. In this case Bel(Gij) and at least one of 
Bel(Gi) or Bel(Gj) do not exist. • 
According to this proposition, only the belief functions pertaining to the two 
model parts G i and Gj are relevant for the computation of Bel(G)/(r, s) if r 
and s belong to different components Gi and Gj, respectively. Furthermore, it 
is sufficient to compute the belief functions Bel(Gi)/(r, k) and Bel(Gj)/(k, s) 
within graphs G i and Gj, respectively, and then to combine these two belief 
functions serially. This explains why the partition of the model is called a 
series partition. 
Another kind of partition arises if the vertices of V -  {r, s} can be 
decomposed into two subsets V~ and V 2 such that E is decomposed into two 
corresponding subsets E 1 and E 2 such that E i contains only edges linking 
vertices within V i LI { r, s}, i = 1,2 (see Figure 6). 
If the edge { r, s} belongs to G, the it will be assigned arbitrarily to E l (and 
not to E2). The two graphs G i = ( V i U { r, s}, El), i = 1, 2, define a parti- 
tion of the model G. It will be called a parallel partition with respect to r and s 
for a reason that becomes clear in the following proposition. 
PROPOSmON 7 I f  the graph G allows for a parallel partition with 
respect o r and s into the two graphs G i, i = 1, 2, then 
Bel (G)/ ( r ,  s) = Bel(G1)/(r,  s) • Bel(G2)/(r,  s) (27) 
Proof Denote by A:, A:I, and A: 2 the sets of all samplings of focal sets 
from belief functions in G, G~, and G2, respectively. There is a one-to-one 
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correspondence 6 between J '  and ~t  x ~2: 
Y~-. (S 1 , $2) = S (28) 
where S 1 = Siz  ~ and S 2 ~ Siz  2. To the focal set Ars associated to sample S 
t n ! t t  corresponds the focal set Ars = Ars N Ars, where Ars and Ars are the sets of 
compatible values for drs with respect o samples S 1 and S 2 in graphs O 1 and 
G 2, respectively. The probability P(S) of sampling S is equal to the probabil- 
ity P(S) of sampling S: 
P(S) = IlPiJs = IlPiJ's, ~S2 piy = P(S,) " P(S2) = P (S)  (29) 
It remains to show that Ars = Ars" Let 0 be an element of Ars.  Then there 
exists a consistent vector D with respect to sampling S such that drs = O, and 
the restrictions of D to V/U { r, s}, i = 1, 2, are obviously consistent with 
respect o samples S i, i = 1, 2, respectively. For both restrictions drs = O, 
and thus 0 ~ Ars" 
On the other hand, let 0 be an element of ]krs. Then there exist consistent 
vectors D 1 and D 2 with respect to S 1 and S 2 in graphs G 1 and G 2, 
respectively. Clearly, d~ = 0 in both models G t and G 2. For all pairs of 
vertices i and j in V 1 and V 2, respectively, define dij = dir ~ drj and 
dyi = d~ 1. This is always possible because there is no edge {i, j} in E with 
i ~ V 1 and j ¢ V 2. From the dependency property of Lemma 1 it follows that 
dii = dis ~ dsy also holds. Similarly, duo = duw ~ dwv can be deduced for 
any triple (u, v, w) with two elements in one part and the other element in the 
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other part of the model using the dependency property. Hence, with these new 
dii, D 1 U D 2 can be extended to a consistent vector D with respect to san]~ple 
S in graph G such that drs - - -  0. This implies A,s c_ Ar s and hence Ars = Ars. 
Note that this equality also holds for contradictory samples. • 
With such a model partition, the belief functions Bel(Gi)/(r, s) can first be 
computed independently on the parts of the models and then combined by 
Dempster's rule. This explains the name "parallel partition." It is another way 
to decompose large models into smaller ones. 
Series and parallel partitions can also be applied successively. The parts of a 
parallel partition may allow for series partitions, which in turn may allow for 
further parallel partitions, and so on. We mention (without proof) that the 
series-parallel graphs introduced in the previous ection can also be partitioned 
successively into series and parallel partitions until the parts consist of single 
edges only. The partitioning methods are similar to grouping methods in 
multivariate models whose goal is to reduce such models to qualitative Markov 
trees (Mellouli [15]). 
IRREDUCIBLE  AND UNDECOMPOSABLE MODELS 
The natural question arising now is how to treat graphs that are both 
irreducible with respect to a fixed pair of vertices and undecomposable 
according to methods presented in the preceding section. 
In this situation, constraint propagation algorithms are usually proposed to 
compute Ars for a given sample. These algorithms are simple, but in general 
they are not guaranteed to yield the exact solution Ars (Davis [6]). However, 
as suggested by the length-of-path example given earlier, these algorithms are 
closely related to shortest- and longest-path problems. Thus a general Floyd- 
type algorithm can be proposed (see Aho et al. [12]). It will take a well-known 
special form when applied to particular models. 
ALGORITHM 
1. Arbitrarily enumerate from i = 1 to i = n the objects in V. From now 
on the object numbered i will also be denoted by i. 
2. Initialization. For all ( j ,  k) 6 V 2, define 
[Ojk if {j, k} ~E 
fl <°) /{  e (30) jk = } if j = k 
otherwise 
3. Iteration step ( i  - 1) --, i for i = 1 . . . . .  n. For all ( j ,  k) ~ V 2, do 
a(jk ) = 12~ -') I"l f~}~-')® .o°"-'),, (31) 
As an example, consider the following small model with only tlu'ee time 
points V = { a, b, c} and where O is the additive group of real numbers. 
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Figure 7. Graph of G = (V, E). 
Figure 7 shows the graph G with its constraints on the arcs and an enumera- 
tion of its nodes, whereas Figure 8 shows the three iterations in the Floyd-type 
algorithm. 
The final result of the algorithm is ~jk  "~ ~-](;; for all couples ( j ,  k )¢  V 2. 
Note that at each iteration step i the two sets assigned to an edge {j, k} are 
inverse of one another. 
PROPOSITION 8 The equality fl(j)~ = [ f l~] - t  holds for  all i = O, 1 . . . . .  n 
and for  all ( j ,  k)  ~ V 2. In particular, flj~ = ilk)" 
Proof The proposition is proved by recursion on i. For i = 0 the proposi- 
tion is true by definition. Now suppose that it is true at level (i - 1). Then 
= [ o(k-')l-' n [ ~ ')]-' ¢~ [~(~r')]-' 
= [ ~(2;"1-' n [~(~; ') ~ ~-')]-' 
= [ fl(~j-') n 0(~7,) ® f l~- ,,] - ' I f l (O l - '  (32) = [ k j l  
and the proposition is proved. • 
2 2 [1.3]~2,4] 
I [l,Sl [3,51 
i= 1 i=2 
2 
D ,3]~.41  
W [3,51 "~ 
i=3 
Figure 8. Floyd-type algorithm. 
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I~OPOSmON 9 I f  D = (d i j ) ( i , j ) vv  2 is a consistent vector with respect o 
a sample, then dij e flu for all (i, j) ~ V 2. 
Proof It is verified by induction on i that dy k ~ fltj)k for all ( j ,  k) e V 2 and 
all i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n. For i = 0 the proposition is true by definition. Now 
suppose that it is true at level ( i -  1). Then djk~f]~ -0, djiefl~$ -1) and 
d = o(i- 1) djk ~ fl~k ) by because djk since a ik ~ ~Sik , and thus (31) = dji ~ dik D is 
consistent vector. This proves the proposition. • 
This proposition has an almost immediate consequence: 
COROLLARY 2 The Floyd-type algorithm given above is sound for the 
computation of compatibtTity sets; that is, Ars c firs for all (r, s) e V 2. 
Proof Let 0 ~Ars. Then there exists a consistent vector D such that 
drs = 0. Hence 0 ~ f i r s  by Proposition 9. • 
Unfortunately, the Floyd-type algorithm is not complete. This means that in 
general t2rs G Ars. As a consequence, the results of the algorithm are only 
conservative approximations of the true compatibility sets. But before showing 
this by exhibiting a counterexample, consider the case where constraints Oi) 
are closed intervals [iij , Uij ] of O. Moreover, suppose that the group opera- 
tion @ is such that 
[a,b] ® [c, dl = [a@c,b@d]  (33) 
This is the case in the time points, length of path, and time interval examples 
discussed earlier, where O is the additive group of real numbers and the 
multiplicative group of positive real numbers, respectively. If (33) holds, then 
the various fl(j~ are also closed intervals that will be denoted by [l Jr, ,,jk"(i)lJ. In 
this case the Floyd-type algorithm takes the form 
,(o) u(O)l I [ljk'ujk] i f{ j , k}eE  
' j , ,  = [e]  
t 
and 
O 
[IJ~, u~;k )] = [tJ~-1), u~-1)] 
Or, equivalently, 
i f j  = k 
otherwise 
lj(O) 
[ Ijk if {j,  k} ~ E 
1 
k = /{me } i f j=k  
otherwise 
I(2 = Max{l(~ - I , ,  /(i - l)  (~ 1~ -l ,} 
Ujk if {j, k} ~E 
uC°)k = I {~} if j=k  
otherwise 
(i- -jk ''(/) = Min{u~e-", u)~.-" ® u/k l)} 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
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l [331 
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3 
Figure 9. A counterexample for the Floyd-type algorithm. 
where m and M denote absorbing minimal and maximal elements for O, 
respectively. But this is nothing other than the usual well-known Floyd's 
algorithm to compute longest and shortest paths with arc costs l i j  and u i j ,  
respectively. Thus if 1 and u denote the lengths of the longest and shortest 
paths in G between r and s with arc costs lii and ui j ,  respectively, then 
firs = [!, u]. Note that if certain conditions on the arc costs are satisfied, then 
other algorithms like those of Dijkstra or Bellman can be applied to compute 
shortest and longest paths (Gondran and Minoux [16]). 
Finally, the following example demonstrates that the general Floyd-type 
algorithm is not complete. Consider the instance of the time points example 
given in Figure 9 where O is the additive group of real numbers. It is easily 
verified that ill5 = [6, 6] whereas AI5 = (~ because the model is contradic- 
tory: dl3 + d34 > 3 = d14. 
HIERARCHICAL KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION 
In temporal reasoning there are often a number of important time points 
(milestones) to be considered, and the other time points are positioned with 
respect o these reference points. In spatial reasoning there are often frames 
representing important places (regional centers, important squares in a town, 
etc.), and the other frames are located with respect o these reference frames. 
Such elements introduce a natural hierarchical organization i to the knowledge 
base. In temporal reasoning, for example, this idea has been expressed by 
Allen with his reference lements [4]. These reference lements could repre- 
sent cut-vertices in the graph representing the model and thus simplify compu- 
tations. A corresponding organization of a knowledge base is discussed in this 
section. 
Let there be a set R of reference lements, and let G O be a graph 
representing relations between them defined by belief functions. At any (or 
some) vertex u e R another graph G u is supposed to be attached, Gu = ( Vu LI 
{ u}, E~). Figure 10 shows such an organization schematically. 
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G O 
Figure 10. Scheme of a hierarchical knowledge organization. 
Note that all u ~ R are cut-vertices with respect to the union G of the graphs 
G o and G,,, u ¢ R. This represents a hierarchical organization of knowledge. 
The vertices of R represent reference lements, and the vertices of each G u 
are linked among themselves and refer to exactly one reference lement. 
In order to compute Bel(G)/(r ,  s) in such a structure, different cases must 
be distinguished: 
1. If r and s are within the same subgraph G o or G~, u ~ R, then by 
Proposition 5 (by a repeated application of Proposition 5 for Go), 
Bel(G)/(r ,  s) can be computed within the subgraph: 
Be l (G) l ( r ,  s) = Bel (Gu) l ( r ,  s),  u eR  U {0} (37) 
2. If r belongs to a subgraph G#, and s is a reference lement different 
from u, then, by Proposition 5, subgraphs G h, h :~ u, 0 are irrelevant 
for Bel(G)/(r ,  s). Then u is a cut-vertex separating Gu from G 0, and, 
by Proposition 6, 
Bel(G)l(r, s) = Bel(G~)l(r, u) ® Bel(Go)l(u, s) (38) 
3. If r and s belong to two different subgraphs G u and G o and { r, s} :/: 
{u, v}, then, by Proposition 5, subgraphs Gh, h ~ {0, t/, 0}, are irrele- 
vant for Bel(G)/(r,  s). Therefore, by a repeated application of Proposi- 
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tion 6 it follows in this case that 
Bel( G) /( r, s) = Bel( Gu) /( r, u) ~ Bel( Go) / ( u, v) ~ BeI( Go) /( v, s) 
(39) 
In any of these three cases, the hierarchical organization limits the computa- 
tion on smaller parts of the entire model. It is possible that each G u itself 
represents a hierarchical organization as just described. The hierarchy may 
thus extend over several evels. In this case the terms Bel(Gu)/(r, u) in the 
above formulas can themselves be decomposed further into series composi- 
tions. In an extreme case the overall graph is a tree. Then any two vertices r
and s are linked by exactly one path, and Bel(G)/(r, s) is then simply a series 
composition of the original belief functions Belij along this path. Such a model 
represents a pure series system. 
To complete this discussion we remark that in such hierarchical systems it is 
often appropriate to work with different measurement units (time units, length 
units, etc.) on different levels of the hierarchy. In temporal reasoning, years 
may be the appropriate units on the highest levels, while months, weeks, days, 
hours, etc., may become more appropriate as one goes down in the hierarchy. 
Similarly, in spatial reasoning one may go down from kilometers to meters, 
centimeters, etc. This implies that, contrary to the assumption adopted up to 
now, the sets O (the "frames of discernment" of Shafer [13]) are not identical 
for all variables: The O's for higher level variables dij are coarsenings with 
respect o those of lower levels. Going up in the hierarchy then implies some 
coarsening of the belief functions and a corresonding loss of information. Such 
supplementary considerations contribute to the simplification of computations 
and can be incorporated without difficulty into the computational schemes 
discussed so far. 
CONCLUSION 
It has been shown here that there are models in constraint-based reasoning, 
especially in temporal and spatial reasoning, where uncertainty can be repre- 
sented conveniently by belief functions. These models have a graphical repre- 
sentation. Series and parallel structures in the graphs representing the models 
indicate means to simplify models either by reductions or by partitions or by 
both together. In all cases the size of the models can be diminished, which 
facilitates computations. In some cases models may be reduced to trivial graphs 
or partitioned into trivial graphs. In these special cases efficient "localized" 
computational schemes accompany the reductions or partitions. 
The class of models considered here is not the only class where such 
simplifications, based on the series-parallel topology of the graph representing 
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the model, can be performed. There is another interesting class of models in 
scheduling, where results similar to those presented here hold (Kohlas [17]). 
Still another interesting model of temporal reasoning is Allen's system of 
qualitative relations between time intervals (Allen [4]). It is evident hat this 
model can be generalized to include belief functions. It is also clear that similar 
ideas of series and parallel reductions and partitions can be defined. But it is 
still an open question whether the reduction operations are exact in this model 
or whether they yield only approximations. The proofs of propositions in the 
preceding sections that rely heavily on the dependence property of Lemma 1 
unfortunately do not apply to this system, because the dependence property is 
no longer valid. 
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